
The Thirteenth-century Roofs and

Floor of the Blackfriars Priory

at Gloucester
By O. RAe K HAM, W. J. BL A I Rand J. T. M U N BY

THE BUILDINGS of the Blackfriars priory in Gloucester are in the course of restoration
by the Ancient Monuments Branch of the Department of the Environment. This provides an
unusual opportunity to examine in a dismantled state an important series of scissor-braced
roofs) to compare many timbers and joints) and thereby to consider the finer points of the
13th-century carpenter's workmanship and engineering sense) and the ways in which he
reacted to variations in the timber. The value of such a studyis increased by the existence of
contemporary records about the origin of the timber.

HISTORY OF THE GLOUCESTER BLACKFRIARS

WH IL E THE EARTH was still settling over St Dominic's bones, the
order which he had founded spread with great speed through western
Europe. Between 1225 and 1250 the Order of Preachers or Blackfriars

founded many houses in English towns. Being a mendicant order they were
committed to owning no endowments but to living directly from benefactions.
The Gloucester house, probably founded in 1239, was fortunate enough to secure
a valuable site in the middle of the city. Its early history is closely paralleled by
that of the sister house at Bristol, founded about ten years earlier. Both were
several decades in building and received many gifts from Henry III.

On both external and internal evidence the Gloucester Dominicans had
completed by about 1270 the plain and solid buildings that their rule required.
The fortunes of the house slowly declined and the original buildings served without
any major addition or alteration until the Dissolution. In 1539 the premises were
granted to Sir Thomas Bell, who converted the church into a small mansion by
demolishing both ends and inserting floors, windows, etc., and put the conventual
buildings to commercial uses. By the zoth century the property had been sub
divided into houses and workshops, the S. range being a mineral-water factory.
Although it had come down in the world, much of the original fabric survived. In
the early 1960s the greater part was acquired by the then Ministry of Works who
began the present restoration.
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THE EXTANT BUILDINGS (ric . I)

T he Gloucester and Norwich Blackfriars a re the only reasonably com plete
Domi nican houses to survive in Britain, and in conseque nce have att racted the
attention ofantiquaries from Stu keley onwards. Accounts of the stonework as th en
visible were given by Palmer in 18821 and Knowles in 1932,2 and this summary is
largely based on their wor k.
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FIG. I

GLOUCESTER BLACKFRIARS
Plan of sit~ ( aft~r Knowles). Bla~k - standing walls ; whit~ - known foundations; hatched 
po st-medieval additions. Numbers show how ma ny original roof trusses SUrvlV~ in each rang~.

Th~ recently discove red N. aisle is not shown

The origina l church consisted of nave, choir, narrow nave aisles, and transepts
not projecting beyond th e aisles. The span of na ve and choir roofs was 26 ft. 3 in .
(7.46 m. ) and th at of the aisles was 10 ft. (3.05 rn.) . The length of the church is
unk nown (both ends were tru ncated when it was made in to a house) but it was
probably much smaller th an in the otherwise similar hou se at Bristol. The
crossing has been totally destroyed, and there is no trace of the heavy piers and
arches which might have supported a centra l tower ; this suggests that, as in some
ot her friaries, the crossing was covered either by a con tinuous roof or by a timber
stee ple. T he N. aisle was demolished and the N. transept was remodelled in the
t q.th century (information from P. R . Wh ite).

Abo ut half of the origi na l scissor-braced roof-tru sses of th e chur ch survive :
they comprise th irteen in th e na ve and twenty-two in the choir. T hey have bee n
taken down for repai r and we have been ab le to examine nearly all the timbers a t
close quarters, either in store, in th e workshop or from th e scaffolding used to
re-erec t them. T he 14th-century roof to the N. transep t also survives. There is
nothing left of the S. aisle roof.
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The east range of the cloisters had a span of' aa ft. (6.71 m.) and a length of
about 12 0 ft. (37 m.). In th e north ern pa rt , sup posed by K nowles to have con
tained th e dormi tory, the original scissor-braced roof survives, bu t we were unab le
to exa mine it closely as restorat ion had been finished before we arrived.

T he south range, considered by Kn owles to be the earliest pu rpose-buil t library
in Britain, is almost in tac t; it is of two stories, spans 22 ft. (6.71 m. ) an d was 80 ft.
(24.38 rn.) long. Thirty-six scissor-braced tru sses survive, not yet repaired, but
accessible at close quart ers owing to the insertion of a ga rret. M uch of the origina l
timber floor also remains.

T he west range, with a spa n of 25 ft. 3 in. (7.70 m.) and 1 1 2 ft. (34.16 m.) long,
has been conver ted into a jumble of buildings some of which are still private
houses. During this investigation we discovered a roof of eight tr usses, six of which
have scissors, concealed above the garrets of an ostensibly Georgian house in the
N. part of the range where Knowles locates the prior's quarters. No more of the
roof of the W. range can survive in situ owing to post-m edieval heigh tening, bu t
the houses might concea l floors, parti tions, and re-used roof-timbers.

T he two cloister roofs that survive at Bristol are double-fra med, more
elabora te and probab ly later than those at Gloucester . Until the rqth century
the S. ran ge at Bristol had a floor very similar to its fellow at Glo ucester."

THE ROOFS

CONST RUC TI ON

The surviving trusses in the church and S. range are id enti cal in form
(FI G. 2, a, b, and Hewett .s fig. 12 ) ; each has one collar and two scissor-b races. T he
sole-pieces rest on out er and inn er wall -plat es linked a t interva ls by cross-pieces
to a ba tte n set media lly between them . In the choir and sou th range (though not
in the nave) the inn er wall-plat e is decorate d with a plain roll-moulding. The roofs
of th e E. and W. ranges are similar save th a t two trusses in the W. range have two
collars and no scissors. None of th e roofs ever had a collar-pur lin. The trusses are
closely set (average 2 ft. (0.61 m.) between centres in the S. range) .

In all the roofs, mort ise-an d-tenon joints with one peg link the sole-pieces
with th e feet of the rafters an d ashlars, and link the rafters with the tops of the
ashlars and ends of th e collars. The scissor-braces have lap-dovetail joints at th eir
heads and notch-lap joints at th eir feet . At the apex the rafters are linked by
mortise-and-tenon in the choir and are halved in the S. range.

Wind-braci ng, illustr ated by Hewet t- and considered by hi m as perhaps the
most important feature of the roof, is limited to th e choir and consists of long
straight battens fixed diagonally across th e undersides of the ra fters with large
countersunk iron spikes. We agree with H ewett that it is original. In th e nave
and S. range, both presuma bly slightly la ter , the absence of such bracing caused
the roofs to rack; it seems tha t furthe r movement was then prevented by th e inser
tion of sma ll spacing-pieces between the trusses, knocked into rough chase-mort ises
cut in the edges of the rafters.
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FIG. 2

GLOUCESTER BLACKFRIARS, ROOF-TRUSSES

A, choir and E, S. range, viewed from W.; C, :'>f. transept. Numbers indicate average scantling in
inches; all timbers are approximately square in section
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GLOUCE STER BLACKFRIAR S, ROOF D ETA ILS

Variants of side-entry join ts. Notch.laps : A, ' ea rly'; B, ' advanced '; C, D , trans ilions used with
waney ra fts; E, se<:ret ; F, 'mini.notch' . Differenttrea tm enls of scissor feet : Gl , G2. Lap-dove la ils:

If, ope n ; I , transitional ; ] , secret

DETAILS OF JOINTS ( FIGS. 3, 4)

T he lap-joints are of particular in terest becau se of the numero us variations
which occur ran domly intermixed in the roof. Those of th e choir were examined
in a dismantled sta te and those of the S. range by probing. T he two commonest
notch-lap variants are the open forms shown in FIG . 3, a, b. Mixed with them are a
few secre t notch-laps, some of th e type usual in th e 13th century ( FIG. 3, e), but
others cu t with an unusua l curved shoulde r (FIG. 3, c, d). T he size of the notch
varies widely; in a few joints of the S. ran ge it is so small as ha rdl y to have any
structural va lue (FIG. 3, f) , The toe of the scissor also varies in sha pe (FI G. 3, g).

T he lap-dovetails at the heads of the scissors vary in the same way: most are
open (FIG. 3, h), some are 'semi-secret' and cut on a curve (FI G. 3, i}, and a few are
fully secret (FIG. 3, j ).

In both notch-l aps an d lap-dovetails the thickness of the lap de creases by
about a thi rd from the base to th e tip - a stru ctural refin ement visible only in the
dismantled joint.
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FIG. 4
GLOUCESTER BLACKFRIARS, ROOF DETAILS

Scarf-joints, etc. A, rafter scarf, 3 ft. 6 in. (1.07 m.) long; B, wall-plate scarf, IO in (0.25 m.) long;
C, rafter scarf, 5 ft. (1.52 m.) long; D, repair to rafter apex

Scarf-joints are few, but of three unusual types. One of the choir rafters is
made from two short lengths of timber scarfed together by means of pairs of long,
tapering prongs (FIG. 4, a). The two pairs of prongs interlock and are held with
four pegs, and with a nail at each of the four points. Thisjoint, which is easy to cut
with the saw alone, occurs also in the S. range. A shorter and less elaborate version
of the same joint (FIG. 4, b) was noticed twice in the outer wall-plate of the choir
(one on each side) and was presumably repeated at intervals. The third scarf (FIG.

4, c) is the same as that described by Hewett" (FIG. 72) for the top-plates ofa barn
at Belchamp St Paul's, Essex; he calls it 'stop-splayed with under-squinted butts'
and attributes it to a period before 1225. The Gloucester example, in a choir
rafter, has ten face-pegs, four nails, and an iron strap attached by further nails
countersunk into the thickness of the strap.

FIGURE 4, d, shows the reattachment of one cheek of the apex-mortise of a
rafter, which had split away owing to the obliquity of the grain liable to occur in
sawn timber (see below). Similar fractures have occurred with the base-tenons of
rafters. Two cases of each type of repair, involving up to four pegs and up to four
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nails, were noted in the church; there are others in the S. range. They appear to
be original; failure no doubt took place under the unusual stresses imposed during
erection.

Throughout the structure nails rather than pegs are used to attach a timber
of an inch or less in thickness to the face of a more massive timber.

THE NORTH TRANSEPT ROOF (FIG. 2, c)

The I4th-century N. transept roof is as simple in conception as that of the
nave but differs in many details. Only every fourth couple is framed. There are
soulaces instead of scissors. Purlins are trapped above the collar-ends. The inter
mediate rafters are of the same scantling as the framed ones. All joints are mortise
and-tenon, usually with two pegs. There are no ashlars or sole-pieces; the wall
plates (no longer extant) would have had vertical longitudinal mortises receiving
cranked end-tenons from the feet of all the rafters.

THE FLOOR OF THE SOUTH RANGE

The floor of the S. range (FIG. 5) has massive bridging-joists, built into the
wall (and therefore original) and supported additionally by wall-posts resting on
stone corbels and provided with braces. The braces are the only example in
Blackfriars of the deliberate use of naturally curved timbers. Joints are mortise
and-tenon. The braces are chamfered, and the bridging-joists (which are slightly
broader than deep) provide an unusually early example of stop-chamfering. The
common-joists rest on the bridging-joists without any joint: whether they are
pegged cannot yet be ascertained.
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FIG. 5

GLOUCESTER BLACKFRIARS, S. RANGE

Section through floor. Span 22 ft. (6.71 m.); bridging-joist 13 in. by 12t in. (33 em. by 31 em.);
braces 13 in. by gt in. (33 em. by 24 em.); common joists 7 to 8 in. (18 em. to 20 em.) square,

spacing uncertain

Originally there were probably six bridging-joists, of which onc survives in
situ and one has been re-used. A third joist, which has no framing, may also
be original. The number of extant common-joists is unknown.

Other I3th-century floors with transverse principal joists like these, arch
braced to wall-posts, exist in the lower stage of the crossing-tower of Salisbury
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FIG. 6
GLOUCESTER BLACKFRIARS, ROOF-TRUSSES

Sequence of carpenters' marks on S. range. As numbers absent for trusses 1,6,8,30,34, 36,
hypothetical numbers (based on lowest possible deviation) have been inserted and joined with

dotted line to complete sequence

Cathedral? and formerly at Blackfriars, Bristol.8 In contrast, in the domestic
ranges at Little Chesterford Manor, Essex? and Bisham Abbey, Berks.t? the
principal joists are aligned axially and rest on free-standing posts.

TECHNIQUES OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

ASSEMBLY MARKS AND SEQ.UENCE OF ERECTION

Assembly numbers, roughly scratched with the corner of a chisel, can be
detected on most of the roof-trusses. The truss-number normally appears on every
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member and in roughly the same position. In the S. range there is an almost
complete series from I to XXXVI running from W. to E., the numbers being
consistent within each truss. The first twenty trusses are very much out of order
whereas the rest correspond fairly closely to the numerical sequence (FIG. 6).
This suggests that the trusses were made elsewhere and delivered to the site in at
least two batches. I to XX became disordered, perhaps through being left for a
time until the completion of the walls, and were erected as they came to hand;
the order of numbering was regarded as immaterial. The others, XXI to XXXVI
(and presumably more in the portion of the roof now destroyed), were used in an
order closer to that in which they were made.

In the S. range (as in the nave) all the trusses are set with the scissor-brace
joints on the E. side, which suggests that they were assembled and erected begin
ning at the E. end. Yet the sequence of numbers implies a W. to E. order of
erection. These observations can be reconciled by supposing that erection began
at the W. and that each truss was assembled face downwards minus its scissors,
which were added after it had been reared. This procedure would have reduced
the load to be hoisted in rearing each truss, at the cost of making it more difficult
to coax the seven scissor-joints into place. Owing to the close spacing of the
trusses it was necessary to arrange for the latter operation to be done on the face
away from the trusses already reared.

TOOL-MARKS AND METHODS OF WORKING

All the medieval timbers are oak; the bridging-joists of the Tudor alterations
to the church are elm, which by then was probably the commonest non-woodland
tree of the Severn valley.

All the 13th-century roof-timbers are cut lengthwise from very large and
somewhat crooked trees. The rafters are straight (apart from slight distortion
under load). In section they are accurately rectangular - not quite square - and
taper slightly towards the top. No attempt has been made to avoid sapwood or
waney edges;l1 these are especially common on collars and scissors, a few ofwhich
follow the curve of the tree. The timbers are remarkably free from shakes and
distortions of section, indicating that they were seasoned.

Some faces have saw-marks and others have adze-marks. Evidently each log
was sawn into a number of timbers, which were later finished with an adze or a
broad-axe, leaving some of the sawn faces untouched; cleaving with wedges
would have been too inaccurate a method. The absence of shakes - cracks that
arise when timber dries out in the round - indicates that the sawing was done
soon after felling; the rectangular cross-section indicates that the final shaping
was done after the timber had ceased to distort during seasoning. FIGURE 7 is a
suggested reconstruction of the process.

This was an unusual practice for the period. The medieval carpenter norm
ally selected the smallest trees that would serve the purpose in hand, and used
them immediately without seasoning. Each timber was usually made by squaring
up a whole log, or sometimes half a log sawn lengthwise, of larger or smaller
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FIG . 7
GLOUCESTER BLACK FR IARS, TIMBER

Reconstruction of felled oak (A) showing how different lengths of it cou ld be made into four
raften and two eolian or sc~n (B, C, D ), four ashlan or sole-pieces (E), and one scissor (F)

diameter accordi ng to the scantling needed . T his prac tice is attested by many
documents and structures.w including the former 15thMcentury roofs of Norwich
Cathedr al and the great rgth-centu ry roofs of Salisbury Cathedra l (for which we
have not only the actual rafters, since re-used, but also a record of a royal gift in
1251 of 20 oaks " to make ten couples out of"U). The unusual procedure at
Gloucester may be explained by the fact that the friars were given the timber
(they did not select it themselves) and that it was brou ght from a distance, so that
transport would have been saved by dryi ng the timber and by doing at least some
of the carpentry at the place of origin . The 14thMcentury roofof the Blackfriars N.
transept , in cont rast, was built in the norm al way. at least half the timbers each
representin g the whole of a small oak tree.
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A few corrected mistakes were noted. Some, such as the saw-cuts indicating
three stages of cutting back the shoulder of a lap-joint , suggest a cautious process
of fitting by successive approximations. The omission of the peg-hole from th e
same joint looks like carelessness.

Peg-holes are drilled with a spoon-bit of about 1 t in. (3 cm.) diameter. A
common and mysterious occurrence, visible in the dismantled joint, is one or more
abort ive holes on the inside of the lap ; occasionally these go right through, but
usually they have been abandoned when less than l in. (1.25 cm.) deep. Up to six
unsuccessful holes have been noted in one joint (FIG. 8), placed up to 4 in . (10em.)

<
FIG . 8

GLOUCEST ER BLACKF R IARS, ROOF DETAIL
Lap-joint with six unsuccessful peg-holes

from the fina l position . Such gross inaccuracy suggests some physical difficulty
in positioning the drill -bit. The drill might have been fixed, possibly in some kind
of bench-mounted drilling mac hine, and the timber have had to be moved up to it.
The positioning of these heavy timbers would have been difficult and several trials
might have been needed to find the right place.

DI STR IBUTION OF LO ADS

The dismantling of a timber frame in good condition provides a valuab le
opportunity to measure the perman ent distortions which the timbers have acquired
under load . These give an indication of the distribution of stresses, which is diffi
cult to predict analytically because the redundan cy of the struc ture provides
several alternative ways for the stresses to distribute themselves.

T wo rafters from the nave, made of very uniform timber littl e affected by
knots, wane, or decay, were measured for deflections in a vertica l plane , which
are plotted in FIG. 9, a. To a first approximation, the curva ture at any point will
be proportional to the bending moment. T he rafters are bent into an s-shape; the
biggest bending moment is where they are pushed out wards by the ashla rs and the
second biggest is where they are pulled inwards by the scissor-heads. T he ashlars
are strongly in compression an d the scissors strongly in tension . The collars are
bent downwards at the scissor passing-join ts (FIG. 9, b) and are slightly in tension.
T he sole-pieces pull the rafter-feet inwards.

The usefulness of the collar - that by bending it relieves part of the tension
in the rath er weak scissor-head joint - is not obvious, and one migh t expect
collars to be omitted from scissor-roofs more often than they are. Where a scissor
roof has a second collar above the scissor-heads (e.g. the roof over Peterborough
Cathedral W. front" ) this must act in compression to relieve the apex-joint.
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GLOUCESTER BLACKFRIARS, ROOF-TRUSSES
A, distortion of rafter, measured relative to straight line passing through apex and collar joints.
Directions of stresses imposed by other members are shown. Mean of measurements on two rafters,
plotted with twenty-fold exaggeration. E, exaggerated sketch of how scissor truss distorts in use
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THE INTERPRETATION OF JOINTS

It has been widely supposed that medieval carpenters varied their joints out
of regard for changing fashion rather than for structural reasons. For instance, it
is claimed that the 'early', 'advanced', and 'secret' lap-joints (FIG. 3, a, b, e) form
a typological progression in which the secret variant is the latest in time and is
intended purely for appearance. The Blackfriars roofs do not accord with this
proposition. They form a utilitarian piece of carpentry in which several ways of
joining timbers end-to-side are intermingled at the same time in the same roof.
The choice ofjoint is strongly influenced both by the stresses expected and by the
vagaries and imperfections of individual timbers.

With rare exceptions mortise-and-tenon is chosen for alljoints in compression
or (as with the collar-ends) in only slight tension. The scissors, in strong tension,
have lap-joints at both ends. The carpenter evidently feared the shearing of the
pegs of mortise-joints under tension, and for his lap-joints chose the type which
best relieved the peg of this shear stress, namely a lap-dovetail for joints nearly at
right angles and a notch-lap for very oblique joints. Some other pre- I 300 struc
tures, as at Lincoln Cathedral.P show equal discrimination in the choice of
joints.

The choice of the three variants of notch-lap is connected with the properties
of the timber. The strength of any notch-lap under tension depends on the
integrity of the triangular tooth of the rafter's timber which engages with the
notch on the scissor. With the variant of FIG. 3, a, this tooth is formed right on the
arris of the rafter. In many cases this arris is formed ofsapwood or oblique-grained,
so that such a joint would be weak; in waney rafters the arris may be missing
altogether, so that the joint could not be cut at all. Not surprisingly, most of the
notch-lap joints are of FIG. 3, b type, in which the tooth is formed away from the
arris on a part of the rafter more likely to be capable of bearing the stress; this
variant, however, is more difficult to cut and weaker as regards the scissor.

Nearly all the secret and semi-secret notch-laps, and the parallel variants of
lap-dovetails, occur in conjunction with waney rafters. Where there are internal
curves they have been cut to fit the waney surfaces and to avoid gaps leading to
structural weakness. The size of the web of timber left over the notch, and thus the
degree of 'secrecy' of the joint, varies with the amount of wane on the rafter
(FIG. 3, c, d, i).

The Blackfriars carpenters evidently adopted these devices from habit rather
than necessity. Nearly every rafter has at least one sound arris in which they
could, had they wished, have chosen to cut their joints. The fact that they did not
avoid the problem merely by turning the rafters round suggests that they had
become experienced in solving it through having worked with timbers, made
from small trees, which were waney on allfour arrises.

For the first time we thus have a logical explanation of how secret lap-joints
may have been invented. Once devised, they have the structural advantage that
the web of timber providing the 'secrecy' prevents the end of the scissor, beyond
the notch or dovetail, from shearing off along the grain (FIG. 10, a). Such a failure
is most likely to occur with 'advanced' notch-laps, and it is not surprising that the
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FIG. 10

GLOUCESTER BLACKFRIARS, ROOF DETAILS
A, mechanism of failures against which secret notch-laps and secret lap-dovetails are reinforced.

B, manner in which lap is liable to split off if grain of timber is oblique

secret form of this variant became widely used even where the arris is sound. One
example has been found at Gloucester.

The tapering of the laps is a further refinement. The thick base makes the
lap less likely to split away from the rest of the scissor (FIG. 10, b); the thin tip
avoids weakening the rafter by cutting into it unduly on the compression side.

ORIGIN AND QUANTITIES OF TIMBER

NUMBER OF TIMBERS FROM EACH TREE

In the church roof, the majority of rafters (at least nineteen out of twenty
seven rafters examined) come from the butt logs of oaks sawn lengthwise into at
least four pieces. Most rafters have no pith and only one radial section and must
therefore represent less than a quarter of a log each. Usually they are knot-free for
at least the lower 20 ft. (6 m.) and often right to the top, a total length of 30 ft.
(9 m.). They are nearly always set so that the radial section is on a vertical face
and the wane, if any, is on a lower arris. Ashlars and sole-pieces are typically
quarter logs with one sapwood arris, though some represent whole logs. Often
they are from crooked lengths. Collars and scissors consist ofwhole or halflogs more
often than do rafters. Out of twenty collars examined, five or six were whole and
two halved; out of thirty-six scissors, twelve were whole and five or six halved.
Over fifty per cent have a high proportion (a third or even half the section) of
sapwood and wane. Waney collars and scissors often have large knots suggesting
that they grew high in the crown of the tree.
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These observations indicate that the typical tree used (FIG. 7, a) had a trunk
some 30 ft. (9 m.) high to the lowest big branch and continuing reasonably
straight, though diminishing in size, for a further 20 ft. (6 m.). It would have
been about 2 ft. 3 in. (0.68 m.) diameter under bark at 15ft. (4.5 m.) from the
ground and something like 75 ft. (23 m.) in total height, and would have
contained about 150 true cubic feet (42 cu. m.) of timber. The go ft. (9 m.) long
butt log, weighing about 2! tons (2.5 tonnes), was sawn (FIG. 7, b) usually into
four rafters and a number of off-cuts, some of which were made into collars and
scissors. The upper, more crooked and knotty, parts of the tree provided the
ashlars, sole-pieces, and other timbers (FIG. 7, e, f) .

The roofs of the S. and W. ranges differ little, but there are fewer waney
timbers, especially among the collars and scissors. In all probability these roofs
were cut from trees of the same shape and size as those of the church, but because
the timbers are shorter and of smaller scantling, more could be got out of a tree
and fewer were waney. The principal joists of the S. range floor are each cut from
a whole tree slightly smaller than the average of those that went into the church
roof.

NUMBER OF TREES USED

The analysis of the surviving timbers indicates that the average oak used in
the church provided the materials for approximately two complete roof-trusses.
By a similar argument we must allow three roof-trusses to an oak in the other
buildings.

At a minimum estimate, the church must have had a choir somewhat longer
than the present one of twenty-two trusses, plus a nave at least as long as the choir,
plus a roof over the crossing - a total of not less than sixty trusses. The three
cloister ranges, whose exact dimensions are known, must have had a total of about
170 trusses, a third of which survive. A reasonable allowance - three-quarters
of the content of the roof - must also be made for the timber used in floor-joists,
floorboards, and partitions. We must also allow for the vanished roofs of the aisles
and transepts.

This list of buildings accounts for the following number of trees:

Nave, crossing, and choir roofs (60 trusses)
+ wall-plates, etc.

Roof of three cloister ranges (r 70 trusses)
+ wall-plates, etc.

Internal timbers of cloister ranges

Roofs of aisles and transepts

3°
2

57
3

42

r6

r 50 trees

This is the minimum quantity of timber needed to complete the buildings that
survive. In practice the church is unlikely to have been as short as we have

9
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proposed, and there should in addition have been an infirmary range similar to
the one that survives at the Bristol Blackfriars. A plan of Gloucester in 178216 and
]. G. Buckler's plan of ' the Remains of the Black-Friars Monastery' in 182017 show
a building in the position to be expected of an infirmary; it would have been large
enough to have had about forty trusses. Ifwe add twenty-four oaks for the timbers
of the infirmary and fifteen for a longer church we get a more realistic total of
189 trees.

Taking into account the possibility of further structures, such as a crossing
steeple, for which no evidence survives, we conclude that the original permanent
buildings are likely to have required between 160 and 2 10 oaks of the size
proposed.

ORIGIN OF THE TREES

The Close and Liberate Rolls record the following gifts of oaks (quercus)18 by
Henry III to the Friars Preachers of Gloucester (entries in the Close and Liberate
Rolls are distinguished by the letters C and L, followed by page-references to the
published calendars for the appropriate years):

1241 5 oaks from the Forest of Dean for timber for the works of the friars' church
(ad maeremium ad operationes ecclesie sue) (C, 310).

1242 6 oaks from the Forest of Dean for the works of their precinct (ad operacionem
claustri sui) (C, 392). Contrabreve to the sheriff of Gloucester to carry them to the
Friary (L, 107).

1242 6 oaks from the Forest of Dean, where they can most conveniently be allocated
(ubi commodius ipsis poterunt assignari) (C, 425).

1243 15 oaks from the Forest of Dean for timber, with all their by-products, for the
fabric of their church and the construction of their houses, where they can most
conveniently be got (xv quercus ad maeremium cum omnibus exkaetis suis ad fabricam
ecclesie sue, et ad constructionem domorum suarum, ubi commodius et vicinius capi possint
ad opus suum in predictaforesta) (C, 133). Contrabreve to the sheriff of Gloucester to
carry them to the Friary (L, 196).

1245~6 10 oaks from the Forest of Dean to be felled and transported to the Friary by
the sheriff of Hereford (contrabreve cancelled because repeated the following year)
(L, 318,68).

1255 6 good oaks from Syrelet [Forest of Shirlet near Much Wenlock] for timber for
the works of their church (ad maeremiumad operaciones ecclesie sue) (C, 92).

1256 5 oaks from the Forest of Dean for timber with by-products (ad maeremium cum
escaetis suis) (C, 339).

1256 5 oaks from the Forest of Gillingham [Dorset] for timber with by-products
(C,339)·

1257 10 oaks from the Forest of Gillingham for timber, where they can most easily
be got because of the transport (ubi commodius ad opus suum capi poterunt
propter cariagium) (C, 95~6).

1260 4 oaks from the Forest of Dean for timber, where they can most easily be got
(C, 289~90).

1265 10 oaks from the Forest of Dean for timber with by-products (reduced from 12
oaks after the Battle of Evesham) (C, 57,70).

The following other royal benefactions are relevant:

1241 20 marks for buildings (L, 27); 10 marks for the works of their church (L, 57).
1244 20 marks ad se hospitandos (L, 22 I); 20 marks for the fabric of the church (L, 274).
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1246 41 marks to buy a plot to build their church and widen their churchyard and
to have a way to the High Street of Gloucester (L, 65).

1252 5 marks for tra nsporting limber (L, go ).
1254 (C, 6 1), 1262 (C, 71), 1280 (C, 10), 1284 (C, 267) T otal of 24 robora [big trees

unsui table for timber] for fuel.

The mai n building work had evidently begun by 1241 ; it went on in ter
mittentl y a t least until 1265 . T he building of th e chu rch spa nned at least th e yea rs
124 1- 1255.

H enry III was in the habi t of bestowing oaks on his subj ects a nd on cor
porate bodies out of piety or gra titude or for reasons of state . Between 1228 and
1267 the reco rds appear to be fairly complete. The list to ta ls eighty-two oa ks, of
which sixty-one ca me from th e Forest of Dean, six from Shirle t , and fifteen from
Gillingh am. Gilli ngh am is at least 60 miles a way, mainl y by road ; such di stances,
common in transactions of the kind, show that medieval t ransport arra nge ments
were not q uite so bad as is sometimes supposed .

The eighty-two recorded oaks of th e king's gift account for perhaps rather less
tha n half the tim ber that the buildings are likely to have req uired . Of co urse the
fria rs may have had unrecord ed royal gifts and have got tim ber from elsewhere.
They m ust also ha ve had tem pora ry bui ldings and falsework, bu t they are likely
to have used the royal oaks for their more importan t a nd perm an ent stru ctures,
and especially for the great timbers of the church roofs.

The pecul ia rit ies which we have noted in the structu re are readily explained
if m uch of the tim ber ca me from the roya l Forests, especially the Forest of Dean.
In th e 13th century big oaks were very expensive and were often tra nsported
long d istances for special purposes.I' T he Forests, with thei r wood- pastu re systems
of land-use, were different from the woods and hedges th at provided th e timber
for ordi nary buildings. Some Forests, includ ing Dea n, were particul ar sources of
ou tsize trees, and royal gifts often consisted , as here, of small nu mbers of large
oaks.w The fria rs undoubtedly used trees of this kind because tha t was what the
king chose to give them . Getting the tim ber and transport free , they wou ld ha rd ly
have grudged th e cost of lengthwise sawing : indeed a pa ra llel benefaction to the
siste r house specifics that the oa ks were to be felled , carpentered, a nd carried to
Bristol a t the king's expe nse.t' But although the st ructure is made from need lessly
large and COS ily oaks, it con tai ns man y ind ica tio ns of economy in th eir use. The
presence of off-cuts an d of very waney a nd crooked tim bers suggests that the
friars were obliged to get as mu ch roofing as possible o ut of eac h co nsignment of
timber . T he occasional rafters scarfed together ou t of short lengths show that th ey
eked ou t odds and ends to ma ke an extra truss, not knowin g when the royal
bounty would favour th em aga in.

The form of the Blackfria rs oaks strongly suggests tha t they a re Quercus
petraea, said to have been formerly the commo n species of oak in the Forest of
Dea n. " T hey ar e the last evidence of Dean in its more or less nat ura l state, before
the iron industry of the lat er 13th century began a ser ies of silvicultura l changes
which have continued ever since.
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